GAC Capacity Development Workshop
Agenda

4.1 Introduction to Breakout Concept and Topic

4.2 Breakout Discussion Time

5.1 Welcome Back

5.2 Continued Breakout room discussions

5.3 Wrap-Up for the Day, Preview of Day 2
4.1 Introduction to Breakout Concept

- Breakout format well-received at ICANN77 CDW
- Useful tool for making connections and discussing topics in an informal setting
- Presence of ICANN GE and GSE staff to observe, facilitate or inform discussions
- Expected reporting outputs from each group
- Availability of flip charts to collect input
- Post-meeting reporting to the GAC by support staff
4.2 Expected Outputs

Identify the key DNS/Internet topics that are important to your government and that are important (collectively) in your geographic region.
4.2 & 5.2 - Starter Questions

1/ Outside the context of the GAC, how do government representatives in your region collaborate and interact on Internet/DNS matters?

2/ How is ICANN viewed by governments in your region and what can be done to enhance the perception of ICANN in developing countries?

3/ From your delegation perspective, and considering the ICANN78 key topics for discussion in the GAC this week, which issues in your region do you believe merit particular attention and why?

4/ What issues (policy, operations, etc), are of concern to your government/region that you believe need to/should be discussed within the GAC?

5/ How can regional participation by GASC members be improved?
Discussion
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4.2 & 5.2 -- Starter Questions

1/ Outside the context of the GAC, how do government representatives in your region collaborate and interact on Internet/DNS matters?

2/ How is ICANN viewed by governments in your region and what can be done to enhance the perception of ICANN in developing countries?

3/ From your delegation perspective, and considering the ICANN78 key topics for discussion in the GAC this week, which issues in your region do you believe merit particular attention and why?

4/ What issues (policy, operations, etc), are of concern to your government/region that you believe need to/should be discussed within the GAC?

5/ How can regional participation by GAC members be improved?
Reporting

Each individual breakout group shares their top priorities and reactions of particular interest to any of the various starter questions.
Daily Wrap-Up
Thank you